





















































































Studies on Participation Statuses and Membership  






 As a part of a larger drive to Conversational Informatics, which aims at recognizing 
and supporting interaction between human, this thesis proposes an analytic method 
for modeling behaviors and scenes characteristic to naturally-occurring multiparty 
interaction and examines it through analyses of transcription and video data of  
multiparty conversation.  
Although it is important for analysis of multiparty conversation to explore 
determining factors of participation statuses such as addressee or next speaker of a 
turn, two principal analytic concepts i.e. turn-taking system and adjacency pair can 
not have explained appropriateness of “a particular participant says a particular 
content in a turn”. In addition, since turn-order bias, namely, a participant who was 
speaker just prior to current speaker is prone to be next speaker, can often be observed 
even in multiparty conversation, and in this situation, side-participants remain in 
their status, a model for explaining turn taking by a side-participant and its reason 
has been required. To resolve these two problems, this thesis proposes a model 
applying the concept of membership categorization device and examines its 
effectiveness through analyses of different sorts of multiparty conversation.  
  Chapter 1 overviews trends in the analysis of interaction within the domain of 
informatics and characteristics and foci of Conversational Informatics which is one of 
the current approaches, and argues the importance of the exploration of a mechanism 
for determining participant statuses in multiparty interaction in order to support 
communication between human by virtue of information communication technology. 
Chapter 2 clarifies two issues mentioned above through reconsideration of major 
theoretical concepts for analyzing multiparty interaction. Based on this consideration, 
the following chapter 3 and 4 proposes a model applying the concept of membership 
categorization device and examines it by analyses of different sorts of corpora of 
multiparty conversation.  
  Chapter 3 conducts analyses of three parties’ conversation which was recorded under 
the control of intimacy relationship between participants. At first, this study identifies 
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several linguistic expressions for determining addressee and next speaker of a turn 
and exhibits that these expressions are utilized with reference to contextual factors 
such as shared knowledge between participants and local conversational sequence. 
Then, it is shown that turn-order bias between particular two participants is actually 
observed by measuring turn transitions in this conversation data. Furthermore, based 
on the propose of assessment sequence scheme, and through an analysis combining it 
with participant statuses, it is examined that sequential patterns including 
assessments by side-participants or those toward side-participants, which are 
characteristic for conversation between three parties, can be explained well in terms of 
intimacy between participants.  
  For the purpose of supporting communication between human, it is also important to 
analyzing naturally occurring conversation in ordinary setting and with spontaneous 
motivation. This coincidents with recent increasing interests in workplace studies and 
meeting analysis in this approach. Then, chapter 4 investigates meeting by multiple 
professions for developing an exhibition, held continuously about half an year. At first, 
overall bias of amount of utterances between regular participants is examined, and a 
method is proposed for assuming local participation structure in terms fluctuation of 
ratio of amount of utterances between discourse periods within a meeting. Next, a type 
of expression “Kini naru no wa (what is worried about is)” is focused as introducing 
concerns of the speaker into conversation (concern-introducing expressions), and based 
on the observation that these expressions for introducing concerns are regularly 
followed by replies by other members which intend to resolve the problems, 
concern-introduction and resolution sequence is formulated. Then, by the examination 
of examples of this type of sequence, it is confirmed that side-participants often took 
turns in these examples and is thus suggested that occurrence of these utterances by 
side-participants can be explained in terms of their membership such as professions 
and their category bounded activities.  
  The following chapter 5 investigates ethnographically an episode of collaborative 
problem solving by members with multiple professions which was initiated by the use 
of Concern-introducing expression by a member. In the process of problem solving, 
members generally attempt to specify a problem through repetitive refinement of it in 
various ways. This study explicates that members use a practice that introduces 
heterogeneous material objects such as models, drawings and gestures as 
“representations” expressing some aspects of the problem into interaction emergently, 
and exhibits that this practice enables them to jointly solving the problem.  
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  Chapter 6 applies the analytic framework proposed above to the analysis of science 
cafe, which have been given importance in recent years in our contemporary society. 
Because of unbalance of knowledge resulting from the difference of membership 
between participants such as scientists or general citizens, a problem has been 
recognized that lecture-like participation frameworks such as “one-to-all” or “between 
only particular two” occur quite often and are prone to prevent side-participants from 
active participation. Then, this study identifies behaviors which tend to cause and 
reinforce such lecture-like frameworks and, adversely, those which increase 
multidirectionality between participants, and exhibits that the difference can to be 
explained by plurality of membership categories, that is, a scientist can not only 
behave as a “scientist” but as a member of other category such as a “host” of the café or 
else.  
  Finally, chapter 7 summarizes the findings of the thesis.  
 
 
